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Abstract: Extreme heat weather events have received increasing attention and has become of
special importance as they can remarkably affect sectors as diverse as public health, energy
consumption, water resources, natural biodiversity and agricultural production. In this regard,
summer temperatures have become a parameter of essential interest under a framework of a
hypothetical increase in the number of intense-heat conditions. Thus, their forecast is a crucial
aspect bearing in mind a mitigation of the effects and impacts that these intense-heat situations could
produce. The current work tries to reach a better understanding of these sorts of situations that are
really common over the Western Mediterranean coast. An extreme heat episode that took place in
the Valencia Region in July 2009 is analysed, based on the simulations performed with the Regional
Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS). This event recorded maximum temperatures exceeding
40 ˝C amply extended over the region besides reaching minimum temperatures up to 25.92 ˝C.
We examine the role of improved skin and soil temperature (ST) initial conditions in the forecast
results by means of different modelling and satellite-derived products. The influence of incorporating
the Land Surface Temperature (LST) into RAMS is not found to produce a meaningful impact on
the simulation results, independently of the resolution of the dataset used in the initial conditions
of the model. In contrast, the introduction of the ST in lower levels, not only the skin temperature,
has a more marked decisive effect in the simulation. Additionally, we have evaluated the influence of
increasing the number of soil levels to spread deeper underground. This sensitivity experiment has
revealed that more soil levels do not produce any meaningful impact on the simulation compared
to the original one. In any case, RAMS is able to properly capture the observed patterns in those
cases where a Western advection is widely extended over the area of study. This region’s variability
in orography and in distances to the sea promotes the development of sea-breeze circulations, thus
producing a convergence of two opposite wind flows, a Western synoptic advection and a sea-breeze
circulation. As a result, the RAMS skill in those cases where a sea breeze is well developed depends
on the proper location of the boundary and convergence lines of these two flows.

Keywords: RAMS model; extreme heat; LST; soil temperature; summer temperatures; mesoscale
modelling; numerical weather prediction/forecasting
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1. Introduction

One of the conclusions of the IPCC AR5 [1] is that extreme heat weather episodes will probably
become increasingly more frequent and severe. This coincides with the results of several earlier studies
on climate change in the Mediterranean basin [2–7], which forecasted an increase in temperatures [8–13]
and a reduction in summer precipitation, with concomitant increases in potential evapotranspiration
(ET) and water deficit [14–18]. In this regard, the projections of mean atmospheric temperature and
precipitation during the 21st century indicate that ecological, economic, and social disruptions are
likely to occur in the future, with a drier soil and higher warming over the Mediterranean area within
the summer season [19,20]. In fact, in the ongoing discussion on climate change, summer temperatures
are considered a parameter of interest and concern in so far as any hypothetical increase in the number
of intense-heat situations may have different hydrological, ecological and agricultural implications,
related not only to crop yields, energy consumption, natural biodiversity, land use planning and water
resources management, but also in relation to forest fire hazards [9,21–23].

This subject took a special significance after the summer of 2003, when long-standing
maximum-temperature records were broken in many areas of the Iberian Peninsula because of the
unusual persistence of very warm air masses [24]. Numerous studies have already reported a positive
trend in extreme temperatures over Spain or the whole Iberian Peninsula (see e.g., [9–11,25–28]) as
well as increases both in total mortality and in mortality attributable to diseases related to temperature
extremes or heat wave events (see e.g., [29]). However, these studies seem to indicate that in
central and southern Spanish Mediterranean areas this overall tendency is not reflected in new
maximum-temperature records, but rather in increased intense-heat persistence [24].

The current study focuses on the coastal Valencia region (eastern Iberian Peninsula). It is well
known that mesoscale circulations associated with sea-land breezes are the most common
meteorological conditions during the summer months over this area [30–34]. However, atmospheric
conditions connected to western synoptic advections are also recognized in this region as they are
related to high and extreme temperature situations, especially inland but reaching the coast as
well [4,32,33,35,36]. Consequently, warm spells that result in temperatures higher than 40 ˝C are
not unusual for this area [4,7,32,33,35,36]. In addition, the region’s diversity in orography and in
distances to the sea (Figure 1) could result in notable temperature differences, even to the point that
temperatures that could be considered usual for some areas within this region would be exceptional
for others [4,7]. Considering these climatic and geographical conditions (Figure 1), our area of study
presents some difficulties associated with these land-sea contrasts.
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During July 2009, an important extreme heat weather event occurred within the Valencia region,
associated with a marked western synoptic advection. It lasted from 22 to 24 July, and it was the
most extreme episode of this whole summer season. The overall goal of the current study is to
improve our understanding of these sort of intense-heat situations, in terms of the physical and
atmospheric related processes and feedbacks by means of mesoscale simulations, satellite-derived
and observational data. A set of mesoscale simulations has been performed using the Regional
Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS; [37–40]). First, our study is focused on evaluating this
modelling framework performance to reproduce this extreme heat weather event. In this sense,
we examine the ability of this model to reproduce the high temperature records observed, both in
terms of maximum and minimum temperatures. The second specific focus of the current study is the
usage of this mesoscale model to establish the role of the improvement in skin and soil temperature
initial conditions in the forecast results. A new tool has been developed in order to incorporate into the
RAMS environment not only the Land Surface Temperature (LST), but also the Soil Temperature (ST)
parameters corresponding to deeper soil levels. On the one hand, the ST parameter is derived from the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) [41] Global Final Analysis (FNL) dataset and
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis
(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily). The meteorological fields of both datasets
are used as initial and lateral boundary conditions to drive the RAMS simulations. On the other hand,
the LST is not only provided by these datasets, but also by the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) LST product [42]. Thus, these different
LST and ST parameters are also used as bottom initial and boundary conditions. A set of sensitivity
experiments have been designed using RAMS for investigating the role of LST and ST parameters on
the simulation results. In this sense, the different LST datasets will permit to compare the influence of
the LST spatial resolution, considering that this parameter is provided with 1 ˆ 1 degrees by FNL and
0.75 ˆ 0.75 degrees by ECMWF, but with a nominal resolution of 1 km using the SEVIRI-LST product
(footprint of around 3 km ˆ 4.5 km in the study area). Moreover, the influence of the incorporation of
ST in deeper soil levels as an additional parameter in the initialization of the model, in comparison to
only including the LST variable, is also evaluated. Finally, we examine and determine the effect of the
number of soil levels and its distribution on the simulation results.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the numerical model,
the procedure designed to incorporate the soil parameters into this model, as well as the different
sensitivity experiments and the observations used to evaluate the model results. Section 3 includes a
description of the study event, while Section 4 presents the corresponding results. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the main conclusions and final remarks.

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. RAMS Model

The weather event was simulated using the RAMS model, in its version 6.0 [34–40]. In relation to
the physics schemes, this set-up includes the [43] level 2.5 turbulence parameterization, a full-column
two-stream single-band radiation scheme that accounts for clouds and calculates short-wave and
long-wave radiation [44], and the cloud and precipitation microphysics scheme from [45], applied in
all domains. The Kuo-modified parameterization of sub-grid scale convection processes is used in the
coarse domain [46], whereas grids 2 and 3 utilize explicit convection only. Finally, RAMS is coupled to
the Land-Ecosystem Atmosphere Feedback Model (LEAF-3) soil-vegetation surface scheme [47]. This
parameterization permits to calculate sensible and latent heat fluxes exchanged within the atmosphere,
using prognostic equations for soil moisture and temperature. A detailed description of the diverse
changes performed is included in [48].

In relation to the geographical and domain configuration, RAMS follows a two-way interactive
nesting grid set-up with three nested domains at 48 km, 12 km and 3 km horizontal grid resolution,
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respectively. Additionally, a total of 45 levels were selected in the vertical following a stretched scheme,
with a 30-m spacing near the surface increasing gradually up to 1000 m near the top of the model at
about 16,000 m and with 15 levels in the lower 1000 m. Initial and boundary data for RAMS are taken
6-hourly from the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis [49], at 0.75 ˆ 0.75 degrees resolution globally as
well as from the NCEP FNL at 6 h intervals and 1 ˆ 1 degrees resolution globally, as it is introduced in
the next section. Five variables including temperature, relative humidity, zonal and meridional wind
component and geopotential height considering all standard pressure levels of the corresponding
dataset are used in the initialization. In all cases, a Four-Dimensional Data Assimilation (FDDA)
technique was applied to define the forces at the lateral boundaries of the outermost five grid cells
of the largest domain. In order to simulate the whole extreme heat weather event from 22 to 24 July
2009 using RAMS, a daily simulation with a forecast horizon of 36 h and a temporal resolution of 1 h,
starting at 12 UTC the previous day, has been performed. Thus, the first 12 h are left out as a spin-up
period to avoid possible problems related to this initialization, and only the corresponding complete
day (the remaining 24 h) is considered in the evaluation. In this regard, RAMS outputs are available
once every hour for display and analysis purposes. This approach is similar to that followed in [50–52].

2.2. Incorporation of Analysis LST and ST

Both the LST and ST are incorporated in RAMS by means of the LEAF sub-model. Originally,
LEAF computes the soil energy for each specified soil level based on the air temperature and a
homogeneous user-defined vertical temperature profile in the initial conditions for the soil model. This
vertical profile represents a deviation from the temperature in degrees K in the lowest atmospheric level
in the model [48]. LEAF represents the surface energy budget, which partitions the net radiation into
sensible, latent (evaporation plus transpiration), and soil heat fluxes. This scheme includes prognostic
equations for soil moisture (SM) and ST for multiple layers which are defined by explicit levels in
the RAMS initialization. As a result, soil and snow are divided into multiple vertical levels, and
vegetation and canopy air are represented by a single level [47]. This method assumes a homogeneous
initialization of the LST and ST and the heterogeneities and variability in these fields are just imprinted
by the air temperature, as a fixed value is subtracted from the lowest atmospheric level in the model for
all points within the RAMS domain. Additionally, the initial moisture content of the soil is incorporated
into this model by means of a parameter that represents the fraction of total water capacity that the soil
can hold. This parameter is dependent of the number of soil levels and is homogeneously defined by
the user for the whole simulation domain. In the current experiments, a SM fraction of 0.38 m3¨m´3

is prescribed to the different soil layers, based on that used in previous research performed over
the region of study (see e.g., [34]). The current RAMS configuration uses 11 soil levels with higher
resolution on the uppermost layers down to a depth 50 cm below the surface for the soil model.
However, an additional simulation has been performed including two new soil levels, covering the
depths of 100 and 150 cm, respectively, with a total of 13 soil level structures. Besides, both ERA
Interim reanalysis and FNL analysis datasets include ST parameters for four soil layers in addition
to the skin temperature (LST) parameter. In this regard, FNL includes the following soil layers: 0–10,
10–40, 40–100, and 100–200 cm, while ERA Interim defines these four soil layers as: 0–7, 7–28, 28–100,
and 100–255 cm. All this information is incorporated into the model by means of a new subroutine that
regrids the original ERA Interim or FNL data into the RAMS domains at 48, 12 and 3 km, respectively.
This regridding is done by selecting the analysis “nearest point” method and the resulting data is then
mapped to the corresponding RAMS grid. As different soil levels are defined into this model, each of
them is filled with the information derived from the corresponding analysis layer.

Thus, the whole procedure is as follows. In each RAMS initialization, the LST and ST fields from
ERA Interim or FNL grids, depending on the meteorological dataset used to start RAMS, are extracted
for each analysis grid point in order to generate the corresponding LST and ST layer fields to be used
as additional RAMS initial conditions. These fields are resembled to a regular grid, according to the
ERA Interim and FNL domain configuration and horizontal resolution. This information is then read
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by RAMS depending on the soil layer where the corresponding RAMS soil level is located, and the
original homogeneous distribution is substituted by the heterogeneous actual value derived from the
analysis datasets for all RAMS grid geographical locations.

2.3. Incorporation of the MSG-SEVIRI LST

This section presents the satellite data used for the improvement of skin temperature in
the RAMS model initial conditions. We have used the MSG-SEVIRI LSA SAF LST product
(HDF5_LSASAF_MSG_LST), which is generated every 15 min by the EUMETSAT LSA SAF using
a Generalized Split-Window (GSW) algorithm [42,53]. This algorithm follows the formulation
first proposed by [54] for NOAA-AVHRR and EOS-MODIS data and requires the Land Surface
Emissivity (EM). The EM retrieval is based on the Vegetation Cover Method (VCM) proposed by [55],
following [56]. The LST is a function of the cloud-free top-of-atmosphere brightness temperatures
measured by the MSG-SEVIRI channels 9 and 10, centered at 10.8 µm and 12 µm, respectively.

LSA SAF LST products are generated for 4 different geographical areas within the MSG disk
every 15 min (available at landsaf.meteo.pt). The operational LSA SAF retrieval of LSTs showed
root-mean-squared-errors (RMSEs) up to ˘2 K were shown when the results were compared with
ground data [57]. Niclòs et al. [58] showed significant biases for the LSA SAF LST product, up to 1.5 K
in some cases, although the product worked mostly within the uncertainty expectation of ˘2 K, and
pointed out that the biases were related to the surface emissivities used in the operational generation
of the product. These biases, with the LSA SAF LST product overestimating reference values, were
also observed in previous studies [42,59].

As it was done in the previous section to substitute the original LST and ST with ERA Interim or
FNL information, the LST obtained from the described SEVIRI product has been used in the current
study to initialize the model. A new tool has been developed in order to extract the SEVIRI product
data (generated in HDF5-format). To minimize the impact of data re-sampling due to reprojection,
the mapping of the SEVIRI LST was carried out in the original projection and spatial resolution of the
LST product, corresponding to the characteristics of the MSG-SEVIRI instrument data. Once the LST
product was imported, data extraction was performed using the spatial “nearest point” interpolation
method to the geographical locations that defines the RAMS grid. It is worth noting here that the LST
derived from the SEVIRI sensor has only been used for the inner domain (D3; Figure 1) and applied to
those simulations performed based on ERA Interim as initial and boundary conditions. In this regard,
the SEVIRI-LST has not been included alone in the RAMS simulations. In contrast, in each RAMS run,
LST provided by the analysis or reanalysis datasets is first incorporated into the model, and then the
satellite-derived LST updates the information provided by ERA Interim within domain D3 in order to
generate the initial and bottom boundary conditions for RAMS.

2.4. Sensitivity Experiments

Several sensitivity experiments have been performed, as are indicated in Table 1. In this regard,
a control simulation has been conducted using the meteorological fields provided by the ERA-Interim
dataset (REF_ERA). Using the FNL data, three simulations have been performed. The first one only
includes the FNL meteorological fields (REF_FNL). The second one incorporates the LST field provided
by the FNL files (LST_FNL). In addition, the last one not only includes this parameter but also the
FNL ST fields (ST_FNL). On the other hand, considering the ERA-Interim reanalysis, five different
additional runs have been carried out to evaluate the influence of the LST and ST on the simulation
results. The first simulation only includes the LST parameter provided by ERA-Interim in all simulation
domains (D1, D2 and D3) as an added input to initiate RAMS (LST_ERA). This parameter is updated
with the SEVIRI-derived LST data being the second sensitivity test (LST_ERA_ASS) performed with
ERA-Interim. In this case, the LST supplied by ERA-Interim is maintained in D1 and D2, while the
SEVIRI-derived LST values are incorporated only over the finer domain (D3). The third simulation
corresponds to including the ST parameter in addition to the LST obtained by this reanalysis data
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(ST_ERA). Again, this information is included for all simulation domains (D1, D2 and D3). In this case,
the SEVIRI-LST is not used in the initialization. However, this latter information is also included in
the fourth simulation (ST_ERA_ASS) for the inner domain (D3), while the ERA-Interim information
is maintained in D1 and D2. In this case, the ST values for the inner domain are interpolated and
resembled from the ERA-Interim grid to the corresponding SEVIRI-LST grid before being used by
RAMS, taking into account the SEVIRI-LST field. It is worth noting here that all these simulations
are performed using the 11 soil level structures. However, a fifth sensitivity test (ST_ERA_ASS_L2) is
carried out with the same design as ST_ERA_ASS, but using a 13 soil level configuration.

Table 1. Sensitivity experiments performed using the RAMS model and the corresponding settings in
terms of initialization data. L1 is the soil level scheme corresponding to 11 soil levels for the soil model
with higher resolution on the uppermost layers down to a depth 50 cm below the surface, while L2
includes 13 soil levels with higher resolution on the uppermost layers down to a depth 150 cm below
the surface (two extra soil levels at ´1.00 and ´1.50 m below the surface).

Experiments Meteorological
Input Data

LST
(D1, D2, D3)

ST
(D1, D2, D3)

LST D3
Update

Soil Level
Scheme

REF_ERA ERA-Interim - - - L1
LST_ERA ERA-Interim ERA-Interim - - L1

LST_ERA_ASS ERA-Interim ERA-Interim - MSG-SEVIRI L1
ST_ERA ERA-Interim ERA-Interim ERA-Interim - L1

ST_ERA_ASS ERA-Interim ERA-Interim ERA-Interim MSG-SEVIRI L1
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 ERA-Interim ERA-Interim ERA-Interim MSG-SEVIRI L2

REF_FNL FNL - - - L1
LST_FNL FNL FNL - - L1
ST_FNL FNL FNL FNL - L1

2.5. Observational Datasets and Evaluation Procedure

In addition to analyse the effect of the different sensitivity experiments on the results, these
simulations have also been compared to several observational datasets available over the area of
study, given the model results within the finer domain (3 km horizontal resolution). In relation
to surface observations, the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment operates an
automatic surface weather station network through the SIAR (Sistema de Información Agroclimática
para el Regadío; Agroclimatic Information System for Irrigation: http://eportal.magrama.gob.es/
websiar/Inicio.aspx) system. Data from 51 automatic meteorological stations from this network are
used to be compared with RAMS (Section 4.1). The temperature information provided by all these
stations has been used to evaluate the model skill in terms of maximum and minimum temperature
forecasts derived from RAMS. Taking into account these magnitudes, several statistical scores have
been computed merging only coastal and inland stations, as well as considering all these stations as a
whole. The statistical computations include the mean bias, root mean square error (RMSE) and the
index of agreement (IoA), as defined by the following equations:

Bias “
1
N

N
ÿ

i“1

pFi ´Oiq (1)

RMSE “

g

f

f

e

1
N

N
ÿ

i“1

pFi ´Oiq
2 (2)

IoA “ 1´
N pRMSEq2

řN
i“1

`
ˇ

ˇFi ´O
ˇ

ˇ`
ˇ

ˇOi ´O
ˇ

ˇ

˘2 (3)
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where N represents the number of observations included in the calculation. F represents the simulated
value and O the observation, while correspond to the time average observed.

Bias (or mean bias) is defined as the average of the simulated value minus the observed value
and quantifies the systematic error of the model, while RMSE is the square root of the individual
differences between simulated and observed values; it quantifies the accuracy of the model. Finally,
the IoA is a modified correlation coefficient that measures the degree to which a model’s prediction is
free of error. A value of 0 means complete disagreement while a value of 1 implies a perfect agreement.

On the other hand, hourly measurements of near-surface temperature, relative humidity and
wind components are used as well in order to obtain a deeper insight of this meteorological event
(Section 4.2). Representative weather stations of the model behaviour within the area of study have
been selected for this purpose (Figure 1). Likewise, vertical profiles for potential temperature, water
vapor mixing ratio and wind direction corresponding to the 00Z and 12Z MUR soundings are included
in this evaluation procedure, based on the data provided by the Atmospheric Soundings portal of the
University of Wyoming (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).

3. Meteorological Description of the Event

During the previous days, the 20 and 21 July, the maximum air temperatures were located over
inland areas of the Valencia Province (Figure 1), with values above 30 ˝C (not shown). On 22 July, the
temperature distribution was similar to that found on previous days, but with values around 40 ˝C
in some inland areas, as shown in Table 2 for REQ and PLA, with 38.40 and 39.69 ˝C, respectively.
However, the maximum temperature distribution changed on 23 July, as the higher temperatures
moved Easterly to the coast. In this case, values higher than 40 ˝C were reached not only in typical
heat places, such as VNC, with a temperature of 40.79 ˝C, but also over the Castellón coast, as recorded
in CAS and BEN stations, with a maximum temperature of 39.9 and 40.6 ˝C, respectively (Table 2).
The minimum air temperatures were also high within this day, remaining above 20 ˝C over the coastal
strip, as noted by the temperatures reached in ALM and PLA, with 23.16 and 25.92 ˝C, respectively
(Table 3). During the 24 July, temperatures became softened over some areas, such as the Castellón
Province, were BEN and CAS recorded 30.5 and 32.5 ˝C, respectively. Nevertheless, they still recovered
and intensified in some locations, reaching once again values near and higher than 40 ˝C, as reported
by the 41.17 and 38.7 ˝C registered in VNC and CAM, respectively.

Table 2. Observed maximum temperatures (˝C) and measurement accuracy at different representative
stations for each day of simulation within the whole intense-heat weather event.

Maximum Temperatures (˝C)

Station Acronym 22 July 23 July 24 July
Bernicarló BEN 29.6 (0.2) 40.6 (0.3) 30.5 (0.3)
Castelló CAS 31.1 (0.3) 39.9 (0.3) 32.5 (0.3)
Segorbe SEG 34.9 (0.3) 36.8 (0.3) 39.3 (0.3)
Requena REQ 38.40 (0.10) 31.30 (0.10) 33.10 (0.10)
Picassent PIC 30.4 (0.3) 38.3 (0.3) 39.8 (0.3)

Vilanova de Castelló VNC 32.56 (0.10) 40.79 (0.10) 41.17 (0.10)
Planes PLA 39.69 (0.10) 38.95 (0.10) 39.53 (0.10)

Camp de Mirra CAM 36.8 (0.3) 37.7 (0.3) 38.7 (0.3)
Monforte del Cid MON 33.79 (0.10) 40.42 (0.10) 37.62 (0.10)

Almoradí ALM 31.37 (0.10) 42.30 (0.10) 35.13 (0.10)
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Table 3. Same as Table 2, but considering the observed minimum temperatures (˝C).

Minimum Temperatures (˝C)

Station Acronym 22 July 23 July 24 July
Bernicarló BEN 22.1 (0.2) 21.5 (0.2) 23.8 (0.2)
Castelló CAS 21.6 (0.2) 20.4 (0.2) 22.0 (0.2)
Segorbe SEG 20.1 (0.2) 18.8 (0.2) 16.7 (0.2)
Requena REQ 16.40 (0.10) 19.00 (0.10) 14.40 (0.10)
Picassent PIC 22.8 (0.2) 21.3 (0.2) 22.9 (0.2)

Vilanova de Castelló VNC 22.70 (0.10) 20.36 (0.10) 19.28 (0.10)
Planes PLA 19.30 (0.10) 25.92 (0.10) 20.22 (0.10)

Camp de Mirra CAM 19.6 (0.2) 20.6 (0.2) 20.3 (0.2)
Monforte del Cid MON 20.48 (0.10) 20.43 (0.10) 21.31 (0.10)

Almoradí ALM 21.78 (0.10) 23.16 (0.10) 23.88 (0.10)

The air temperature distribution described in Tables 2 and 3 is also well reflected in Figure 2,
using the SEVIRI-LST product. In terms of maximum temperature, the sea breeze could be developed
on 21 and 22 July, thus modulating the observed values, specially the 21 July (not shown). However,
Figure 3b shows the advection of South to South-Western warm air to the East coast of Spain, thus
producing temperatures around 30 ˝C at 850 hPa on 22 July. This advection mainly affected the
Southern part of the Valencia Region, yielding skin temperatures at 12 UTC higher than 44 ˝C over
Alicante Province and Murcia (Figure 2d). In this case, not only inland areas were influenced by this
warm advection, but also these high temperatures reached coastal locations. In addition, this warm
advection spread over Valencia Province, but only over inland locations, while the sea-breeze was still
able to be developed, thus blocking the entrance of the described synoptic flow (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. (a–f) Sea level pressure (hPa, solid line), geopotential height (gpm, shaded color) and
temperature in ˝C (dashed line) at 500 hPa from ERA-Interim reanalysis global model at 12 UTC
on 22 July (a); 23 July (c) and 24 July 2009 (e); and Temperature (˝C, shaded), wind (arrows) and
geopotential height (gpm, contoured) at 850 hPa on 22 July (b); 23 July (d) and 24 July 2009 (f).

On 23 July, this southern advection was displaced to the Mediterranean Sea, while the synoptic
flow veered to a marked Western component (Figure 3d) over the Western Mediterranean Coast.
Figure 3c shows fair weather over Northern Africa and the Atlantic coast of the Iberian Peninsula
joined with a relative low pressure over the Western Mediterranean Basin. This synoptic configuration
favoured the development of a Southwestern to Western wind flow towards the Valencia Region
(Figure 3d). The SEVIRI-LST product displays very high temperatures at 12 UTC (Figure 2e), essentially
influencing the whole region, with the exception of the most onshore sites. In addition, the SEVIRI-LST
temperatures present high temperatures on 23 July at 06 UTC (Figure 2b), with values higher than 24 ˝C
over coastal and pre-coastal locations. These elevated temperatures before sunrise were maintained
the next day and displaced towards the coast (Figure 2c). In addition, the SEVIRI-LST product reflects
a decrease in these temperatures inland in comparison to those observed on 23 July. Considering the
synoptic configuration the 24 July, high pressures were established both over the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean coasts of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 3e), with a prevailing anticyclone over the West.
This meteorological structure upheld the Western wind circulation over the Western Mediterranean
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coast (Figure 3f), thus supporting the observed high maximum temperatures (Table 2). This result is
also observed using the SEVIRI-LST product, where LSTs higher than 44 ˝C are extended over the
whole Valencia Region (Figure 2f).

4. Results

4.1. Daily Maximum and Minimum Temperatures

The statistical scores for the maximum temperature and the different sensitivity experiments have
been included in Table 4. Considering the control simulation (REF_ERA), meaningful differences are
found for the whole simulation period. The highest errors are obtained on 22 July 2009, with a Bias of
4 ˝C and an RMSE of 5 ˝C merging all station data. In this case, both statistical scores slightly increase
inland in comparison with the values obtained over coastal locations. In contrast, both the Bias and the
RMSE are notably reduced on 23 July. A value of 0.9 ˝C for the Bias and a RMSE of 3 ˝C is obtained
considering all stations. For this day, the model produces rather accurate results inland, with a Bias of
1.4 ˝C and RMSE of 2.3 ˝C. Additionally, considering these sort of stations, a high IoA of 0.8 is reached
as well. However, comparing inland with coastal stations, even though the latter shows a lower Bias
than the former (0.5 ˝C), the IoA is considerably lower over coastal sites, indicating that the model
has more difficulties in forecasting the maximum temperature pattern observed over coastal locations.
Finally, RAMS produces similar results on 24 July inland, but with a negative Bias value of ´1.1 ˝C,
indicating that the model has a tendency to underestimate the observations. On the other hand, RAMS
reproduces rather well the observations over coastal sites, as shown in the Bias score of ´1.2 ˝C and
RMSE of 1.7 ˝C. Additionally, the IoA in this case is 0.9, indicating that the model properly captures the
observed pattern. Considering the Bias score obtained for the control simulation (REF_ERA) merging
all stations, the high value of 5 ˝C obtained on 22 July is reduced to 0.9 ˝C on 23 July, but still RAMS
overestimates the observations. In contrast, this positive trend of RAMS is changed to a negative Bias
value of ´1.1 ˝C on 24 July.

Table 4. Statistical scores for the maximum temperatures considering the different sensitivity tests
performed using the RAMS diagnostic environment, taking into account each day of simulation within
the whole intense-heat weather event: Index of Agreement, Bias (˝C) and RMSE (˝C).

Inland Stations Coastal Stations All Stations

IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE

20090722

REF_ERA 0.5 4 6 0.3 5 6 0.5 5 6
LST_ERA 0.5 5 6 0.3 5 7 0.5 5 6

LST_ERA_ASS 0.5 5 6 0.3 5 7 0.5 5 6
ST_ERA 0.5 4 5 0.4 4 6 0.5 4 6

ST_ERA_ASS 0.6 3 5 0.4 4 6 0.5 4 5
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 0.5 4 5 0.4 4 6 0.5 4 6

REF_FNL 0.5 5 6 0.4 4 6 0.6 5 6
LST_FNL 0.5 5 6 0.4 4 6 0.6 5 6
ST_FNL 0.6 4 5 0.5 4 5 0.6 4 5

20090723

REF_ERA 0.8 1.4 2.3 0.16 0.5 4 0.6 0.9 3
LST_ERA 0.8 1.4 2.3 0.17 0.6 4 0.6 1.0 3

LST_ERA_ASS 0.8 1.4 2.3 0.17 0.6 4 0.6 1.0 3
ST_ERA 0.8 0.7 2.0 0.15 ´0.9 4 0.6 ´0.17 3

ST_ERA_ASS 0.8 0.7 2.0 0.15 ´0.9 4 0.6 ´0.17 3
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 0.8 0.5 2.0 0.14 ´1.2 4 0.6 ´0.4 3

REF_FNL 0.8 1.5 2.3 0.19 1.1 4 0.6 1.3 3
LST_FNL 0.8 1.5 2.3 0.19 1.1 4 0.6 1.3 3
ST_FNL 0.8 0.08 1.9 0.16 ´1.1 4 0.6 ´0.6 3
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Table 4. Cont.

Inland Stations Coastal Stations All Stations

IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE

20090724

REF_ERA 0.8 ´1.1 2.2 0.9 ´́́1.2 1.7 0.9 ´1.1 2.0
LST_ERA 0.8 ´1.0 2.1 0.9 ´1.1 1.7 0.9 ´1.0 1.9

LST_ERA_ASS 0.8 ´1.0 2.1 0.9 ´1.1 1.7 0.9 ´1.0 1.9
ST_ERA 0.8 ´1.8 3 0.9 ´2.0 2.3 0.9 ´1.9 2.5

ST_ERA_ASS 0.8 ´1.8 3 0.9 ´2.0 2.3 0.9 ´1.9 2.5
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 0.8 ´2.0 3 0.8 ´2.2 2.5 0.8 ´2.1 3

REF_FNL 0.8 ´1.0 2.1 0.9 ´0.9 1.4 0.9 ´0.9 1.8
LST_FNL 0.8 ´1.0 2.2 0.9 ´0.8 1.4 0.9 ´0.9 1.8
ST_FNL 0.7 ´3 3 0.8 ´3 3 0.8 ´3 3

Contrasting the results obtained by RAMS for the different initialization datasets, REF_ERA and
REF_FNL, no relevant divergences are found in the computed statistical scores, thus the model seems
to remain essentially unaffected by the analysis data used in its initialization. In addition, similar
results are obtained for the three days of simulation.

Table 4 shows that the use of the LST information derived from analysis and reanalysis datasets,
LST_ERA and LST_FNL, has very little or no effect on the 2-m maximum temperature forecasts
produced by the control run (REF_ERA). This sensitivity analysis has been carried out for the three
days of simulation with the same results and considering both initialization datasets (ERA-Interim
and FNL), as it is observed in Figures 4–6 for the horizontal structure of the 2-m maximum daily
temperature. On the other hand, these figures show that the incorporation of the SEVIRI LST product
(LST_ERA_ASS) in the initialization of the model produces little effect in the simulation results as well
when compared to those obtained using the LST derived from the reanalysis dataset (LST_ERA).

A different set of experiments have been performed to explore the influence of the ST parameters,
including the ST derived from the ERA-Interim and the FNL datasets (ST_ERA and ST_FNL,
respectively) in the initial conditions used to start the RAMS simulation. The results obtained show
more differences in comparison to the control simulation (REF_ERA) than those obtained using only
the LST in the initialization of the model. In general terms, mainly the Bias is reduced for both the
22 and 23 July 2009. For instance, the original Bias obtained on 23 July by REF_ERA (1.4 ˝C) is reduced
to the half using the ST_ERA run (0.7 ˝C) inland. In contrast, this simulation worsens the accuracy
for both inland and coastal stations on 24 July, with a difference of about 0.8 ˝C between REF_ERA
and ST_ERA. In this regard, similar differences are obtained comparing REF_FNL with ST_FNL.
Independently of the model deviation from the observations, Table 4 shows that, in all evaluated
cases, the introduction of ST derived from reanalysis and analysis data in the initialization conditions,
produces lower maximum temperatures than when only the original meteorological datasets are
considered or even when only the LST parameter is included in the initial conditions.

Taking into account the ST parameter, two additional experiments have been carried out using
the ERA-Interim reanalysis meteorological data together with the LST and ST derived from this model
and the satellite-derived LST. Comparing the results obtained by ST_ERA_ASS with ST_ERA rather
low differences are obtained for the three days of simulation. Finally, increasing the number of soil
levels in the RAMS set-up (ST_ERA_ASS_L2) does not produce a substantial impact on the model
results compared to those found using the original soil level distribution and the same LST and ST
conditions (ST_ERA_ASS).
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Figure 4. Forecasted 2-m maximum temperature (˝C) and near-surface wind field (m/s) at 15 UTC
on 22 July 2009, considering the control RAMS simulation (REF_ERA, a) and the difference of this
simulation and the corresponding sensitivity test, LST_ERA (b); LST_ERA_ASS (c); ST_ERA (d);
ST_ERA_ASS (e); ST_ERA_ASS_L2 (f); REF_FNL (g); LST_FNL (h) and ST_FNL (i).

Figures 4–6 show that the effect of including the ST parameter has a general tendency to
produce lower values of the daily 2-m maximum temperature than those simulated by the control
run (REF_ERA) and when only the LST is incorporated into the model. Contrasting the FNL with the
ERA-Interim results, slight differences are observed for this magnitude.

The results obtained for the minimum temperature from the different sensitivity experiments are
presented in Table 5. In this case, the control simulation (REF_ERA) produces substantial differences
for the whole simulation period. Thus, considering each day individually, a negative Bias of ´0.7 ˝C
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and a low value of RMSE of 1.4 ˝C are reproduced by RAMS on 22 July 2009 merging all stations.
However, the tendency of the model is changed on 23 and 24 July, producing an overestimation of
the observations, with a value of 2.2 ˝C and 1.6 ˝C for the Bias score merging all stations, respectively.
Although slight differences are observed in the Bias score contrasting the results obtained over coastal
and inland areas on 22 and 23 July, more divergences are found on 24 July, with a difference of 1.1 ˝C.
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Table 5. Same as Table 4, but considering the minimum temperatures.

Inland Stations Coastal Stations All Stations

IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE

20090722

REF_ERA 0.6 ´́́0.7 1.5 0.23 ´́́0.6 1.4 0.7 ´́́0.7 1.4
LST_ERA 0.6 ´0.7 1.5 0.25 ´0.6 1.4 0.7 ´0.6 1.4

LST_ERA_ASS 0.6 ´0.7 1.5 0.25 ´0.6 1.4 0.7 ´0.6 1.4
ST_ERA 0.7 ´0.8 1.5 0.19 ´0.8 1.6 0.6 ´0.8 1.6

ST_ERA_ASS 0.7 ´0.8 1.5 0.19 ´0.8 1.6 0.6 ´0.8 1.6
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 0.7 ´0.9 1.5 0.19 ´0.8 1.6 0.6 ´0.8 1.6

REF_FNL 0.4 2.0 3 0.4 1.4 1.8 0.4 1.7 2.2
LST_FNL 0.4 2.0 3 0.4 1.4 1.9 0.4 1.7 2.2
ST_FNL 0.5 0.5 2.2 0.3 0.3 2.0 0.5 0.4 2.1
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Table 5. Cont.

Inland Stations Coastal Stations All Stations

IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE IoA Bias RMSE

20090723

REF_ERA 0.5 2.1 3 0.4 2.4 3 0.5 2.2 3
LST_ERA 0.5 2.1 3 0.4 2.5 3 0.5 2.3 3

LST_ERA_ASS 0.5 2.1 3 0.4 2.5 3 0.5 2.3 3
ST_ERA 0.7 0.2 1.8 0.6 1.1 1.7 0.7 0.7 1.8

ST_ERA_ASS 0.7 0.2 1.8 0.6 1.1 1.7 0.7 0.7 1.8
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 0.7 0.2 1.8 0.6 1.1 1.7 0.7 0.6 1.7

REF_FNL 0.4 3 4 0.3 4 4 0.3 3 4
LST_FNL 0.4 3 4 0.3 4 4 0.3 3 4
ST_FNL 0.7 0.4 2.3 0.5 2.0 3 0.6 1.2 3

20090724

REF_ERA 0.7 1.1 2.4 0.4 2.2 3 0.6 1.6 3
LST_ERA 0.7 1.1 2.4 0.4 2.2 3 0.6 1.7 3

LST_ERA_ASS 0.7 1.1 2.4 0.4 2.2 3 0.6 1.7 3
ST_ERA 0.7 ´0.7 3 0.6 ´0.5 3 0.7 ´0.6 3

ST_ERA_ASS 0.7 ´0.7 3 0.6 ´0.4 3 0.7 ´0.6 3
ST_ERA_ASS_L2 0.7 ´0.8 3 0.6 ´0.5 3 0.7 ´0.6 3

REF_FNL 0.6 2.1 3 0.4 3 4 0.5 3 4
LST_FNL 0.6 2.1 3 0.4 3 4 0.5 3 4
ST_FNL 0.7 ´0.5 3 0.5 0.3 3 0.6 ´0.09 3

As it has been pointed out for the maximum temperature, the minimum temperature results do not
show notable differences in relation to the control simulation (REF_ERA) when incorporating the LST
to the initial conditions of the simulation. In this regard, using LST information derived from reanalysis
(LST_ERA), analysis (LST_FNL) or from the satellite-based product (LST_ERA_ASS) does not produce
any significant improvement on the simulation results, and the statistical scores computed for these
simulations show similar values as those found for REF_ERA and REF_FNL. Contrasting these latter
simulations, it seems that REF_FNL produces worse results concerning minimum temperature than
REF_ERA for the three days of simulation.

In contrast, the incorporation of the ST field in the initial conditions using the ERA-Interim
meteorological data and the FNL data produces indeed a relevant impact in the simulation results,
specially considering the 23 and 24 July 2009. Table 5 shows that the original Bias of 2.1 ˝C obtained
using the control simulation (REF_ERA) on 23 July is reduced to a value 0.2 ˝C inland. The RMSE of
3 ˝C reproduced by REF_ERA inland is reduced to 1.8 ˝C, and the IoA raises from 0.5 to 0.7 comparing
both simulations. A similar improvement is found over coastal sites, with a difference of about 1.4 ˝C
in Bias, 1.3 ˝C in RMSE and 0.2 in IoA comparing REF_ERA with ST_ERA. Furthermore, comparing
the influence of the ST field when RAMS is driven by FNL data, a noteworthy improvement is reached
using ST_FNL, with a difference of 1.8 ˝C and about 3 ˝C in terms of the Bias score on 23 and 24 July
merging all stations, respectively. Finally, in the case of the ST simulations, using the LST derived from
the SEVIRI sensor (ST_ERA_ASS) does not produce a notable effect when compared to the results
obtained using the LST derived from ERA-Interim reanalysis (ST_ERA). The number of soil levels
(ST_ERA_ASS_L2) does not report a substantial impact in the simulation of the minimum temperature.

These results are also well reflected in Figures 7–9, were it is clear that the usage of the ST
parameter is translated into a lowering in the daily minimum temperatures. In addition, it seems
that this magnitude is higher when RAMS is initialized using the FNL dataset, compared to the one
obtained using ERA-Interim.
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wind field (m/s) at 06 UTC.

4.2. Wind, Temperature and Moisture Dynamics

4.2.1. Horizontal Observed and Simulated Patterns

As it has been observed in the previous section, a significant difference has been found among the
three days of simulation both for inland and coastal sites in terms of the daily temperature extremes.
Considering the case of the maximum temperatures, a positive Bias is found on 22 July (Table 4), which
significantly overestimates the observations. However, RAMS reproduces quite well the maximum
temperature observed on 23 July inland. Finally, on 24 July, the trend of the model is the opposite
as the one found on 22 and 23 July, and RAMS produces a negative Bias, indicating a tendency to
underestimate the observations.
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In the current section, we focus the analysis on the evolution of the daily temperature (instead of
centring the attention in the daily maximum and minimum temperatures), and the relative humidity.
Additionally, we try to see the relation between the temperature and the wind field. As can be observed
in Figures 4–9, the near-surface horizontal wind field remains practically unaffected in relation to the
control simulation when using the different LST and ST datasets in the initial conditions of RAMS,
both considering the 06 and 15 UTC. In addition, similar results are obtained for the near-surface
wind field with all simulations using the same initialization dataset. However, RAMS produces more
differences contrasting the ERA-Interim and FNL initialization dataset, even though the general wind
flow pattern is rather close in both cases. Considering these results and those obtained in the previous
section in terms of maximum and minimum temperatures, we have then focused on the REF_ERA,
REF_FNL and ST_ERA experiments, which are those producing the highest divergences among all
simulations performed.

Figure 10, shows the hourly evolution of the temperature and relative humidity as well as
the eastward and northward wind components, U and V, respectively, considering the weather
representative stations of the model behaviour within the area of study. RAMS reproduces the hourly
evolution of the temperature in CAM station very well. The maximum temperature is very well
captured by the model for the three days of the simulation (Figure 10g). In addition, the minimum
temperature is also very captured on 22 July, specially considering the ST_ERA simulation. This RAMS
experiment produces lower temperatures than REF_ERA in practically all cases, being the difference
between REF_ERA and ST_ERA more marked for the minimum temperatures. Considering the wind
components over CAM station, Figure 10h shows that the model reproduces the wind pattern properly.

If we focus on PIC station, there is a significant overestimation of the simulated maximum
temperature on 22 July (Figure 10e). In this case, there is clear modelled Westerly flow for the first
hours of the day nearly until noon. From this time on, the model establishes a see breeze circulation
that is maintained the rest of the day (Figure 10f). However, the observations show that this sea breeze
actually started earlier, thus modulating the observed maximum temperature and not permitting to
reach the high temperatures produced by RAMS for this day. Comparing the 22 with the 23 July,
even though the model still overestimates the observed temperatures, there is a better agreement
on 23 July. In this case, both RAMS and the observations present a clear Westerly flow that is the
responsible for the high temperatures produced this day, with a value of 38.3 ˝C in PIC (Table 2).
In contrast, on 24 July, the model shows the opposite trend as that obtained the previous days, thus
underestimating the observations, as it has already been shown in the previous section. PIC station
perfectly illustrates this situation, in which both the model and the observations reproduce a sea breeze
circulation that is started early in the morning. In this case, the temperature is modulated, as it is
observed in Figure 10e. However, even though the model continues with this sea breeze flow thus
maintaining the temperatures away from reaching higher values, the observations show a shift in the
wind direction (Figure 10f) around noon. From this time on, the wind veers to a Westerly flow that
produces the temperatures to recover and reach higher temperatures, of 39.8 ˝C (Table 2). This same
pattern is observed in SEG station (Figure 10d), although the observed western flow is initiated earlier
than in PIC (Figure 10d). As a result of this delay in the wind veering, the temperatures are still able to
recover (Figure 10c,e).

Finally, the same behaviour found in PIC on 22 July has also been found in ALM, but with a
less divergence of the model in relation to the observations. In this regard, Figure 10j shows how
the observations start the sea breeze flow earlier than the model, thus modulating the maximum
temperature (Figure 10i).
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Figure 10. (a–j) Comparison of the simulated 2-m temperature (˝C) and relative humidity (%),
considering the REF_ERA, ST_ERA and REF_FNL simulations, for the whole intense-heat weather
event, and observations at different representative weather station (left): BEN (a); SEG (c); PIC (e);
CAM (g); ALM (i). The same for the wind field components (m/s; right): BEN (b); SEG (d); PIC (f);
CAM (h); ALM (j).
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The wind and temperature dynamics of this episode show a different behaviour of the model
depending on its ability to reproduce the interface between the sea breeze circulation and the
Westerly flow. In this regard, the 22 July is an example that illustrates the case where the model
continues a westerly flow while the observations allow an early development of the sea breeze.
RAMS maintains the former flow more time than observed for this day, thus producing a substantial
increase in temperature that is uphold even though the sea breeze circulation starts at about noon.
The heterogeneous distribution of the interface between these two divergent meteorological conditions
produces a relevant overestimation of the maximum temperature, as it has been seen in the previous
section. In contrast, the 23 July is an example of a day where a more homogeneous atmospheric
condition is established over the whole region, and where the Westerly wind flow dominates.
As a result, RAMS reproduces the observations in a better way and the difference between the
model and the observations is notable reduced compared to the divergences obtained the previous
day. In this case, the maximum deviation of the model in relation to the observations is obtained in the
coastal stations over Castellón Province, where the model favours a sea breeze development while the
observations show a Westerly flow reaching coastal areas. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 10b,
where the observations as well as the model show the initiation of the sea breeze, which mitigates the
level of temperature in the early morning (Figure 10a). This sea breeze is preserved by the model, thus
modulating the maximum temperatures. In this case, RAMS produces maximum temperatures around
33 ˝C in BEN station. However, the observed wind flow changes from this sea breeze to a Westerly
flow permitting the temperatures to immediately recover, reaching very high values (40.6 ˝C) over the
coast of Castellón Province (Figure 10a). This disagreement between the model and the observations
is the responsible for the higher errors obtained this day when considering coastal sites, where for
instance the IoA is notably reduced compared to the one obtained over inland locations (Table 4).

The described wind patterns are well represented in the relative humidity as well at all stations.
For instance, a very low relative humidity (below 10%) is observed on 23 July in BEN and SEG stations
(Figure 10a,c), during the day time and under the Western synoptic forcing, in contrast to those values
of relative humidity, around 70%, in BEN the previous day under the influence of the sea breeze.
At all stations, the transition between the different wind circulations is clear. In contrast, a really low
relative humidity is observed over CAM for the three days of simulation (below 10%), where a Western
synoptic advection was well-established and rather high temperatures were recorded (Figure 10g).
In this case, the model shows a tendency to slightly overestimate the measurements. Nevertheless,
over CAM station, the model reproduces really well the maximum temperatures observed, as shown
in Figure 10g as well as in Figures 4–6.

Finally, comparing the results provided by REF_ERA, ST_ERA and REF_FNL, it is observed that
the latter produces in general the highest temperatures and the lowest relative humidity, with REF_ERA
and ST_ERA being more alike. In these terms, these two simulations are more comparable for the
horizontal wind components, with REF_FNL presenting more divergences in relation to REF_ERA
and ST_ERA, as can also be seen in Figures 4–9 for the near-surface wind field.

4.2.2. Vertical Observed and Simulated Patterns

The upper air model results are compared with the MUR sounding (Figure 1) for the REF_ERA,
ST_ERA and REF_FNL simulations, considering the 00 UTC (Figure 11) sounding on 22–24 July 2009.
In terms of the water vapor mixing ratio, values around 15 g/kg are found near the surface, while
this magnitude decreases rapidly with height to values below 5 g/kg above 500 m. Considering
the measurements on 22 July, the model reproduces really well both the vertical moisture and the
potential temperature, with the ERA simulations closer to the observations (Figure 11a). Comparing
the observations for this day with those recorded on 23 July and 24 July, some meaningful differences
are obtained in the vertical distribution of this meteorological variable. On 23 July, a fast and marked
decrease in the vertical moisture is found at about 500 m height in the first case (Figure 11c) and below
500 m height in the second case (Figure 11e), yielding a drop of around 10 g/kg within a reduced layer.
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Comparing RAMS with the observations, the model reproduces the observed vertical moisture pattern,
but with a smoother transition on 23 July, while this vertical shift is less clear on 24 July. In any case,
this same model trend is seen in relation to the measurements on both days, underestimating the near
surface values while they are slightly overestimated upwards.
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Figure 11. (a–f) Observed (black) and simulated vertical profiles, considering the REF_ERA, ST_ERA
and REF_FNL simulations, for potential temperature (˝C) and water vapor mixing ratio (g/kg) in MUR
sounding station for the whole simulation period (left): 22 July (a); 23 July (c) and 24 July 2009 (e); and
wind direction (right): 22 July (b); 23 July (d) and 24 July 2009 (f) at 00 UTC.

On the other hand, the same transition observed in the vertical moisture is obtained in the vertical
potential temperature. In this regard, an increase of approximately 20 ˝C is found on 23 July within
the 500–1000 m layer, with a raise in temperature of about 15 ˝C in just 400 m (Figure 11c). The same
behaviour is observed on 24 July (Figure 11e), but not as marked as on 23 July. In this latter case,
RAMS captures the main patterns observed. However, as in the case of the vertical moisture, the
modelled transition between the low near surface temperatures and the high upper level temperatures
is smoother than in the measurements. In contrast, the model does not reproduce the observed
transition of these magnitudes between near surface and upper levels on 24 July, yielding a more
constant increase in the vertical variation of the potential temperature, and a decrease in the case of the
water mixing ratio.

Comparing REF_ERA, ST_ERA and REF_FNL, the latter produces the highest temperatures,
while ST_ERA shows the lowest ones near the surface. However, these divergences among the
different simulations are reduced in upper levels, where the model shows an underestimation of the
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measurements. The introduction of the ST parameter seems to better reproduce the vertical potential
temperature near the surface. The tendency of the model in relation to the observations is just the
opposite in terms of the vertical moisture, where the model underestimates the measurements near the
surface while they are overestimated upwards.

Considering the wind flow at 00 UTC, a North-Eastern wind flow is observed the three days of
simulation over and near the surface (Figure 11). However, this wind field veers to a marked Western
synoptic circulation aloft, specially on 23 July, where this flow is already established below 1000 m
(Figure 11d). Contrasting the measurements with the model, RAMS reproduces very well the observed
wind field both near the surface and aloft.

These results found over MUR are supported by Figure 12 for a vertical cross section at 38.7˝N
and at 06 UTC, over a geographical area where RAMS reproduces very well the observations within
the whole simulation period (Figure 10). This figure presents the vertical distribution of the potential
temperature, water vapor maxing ratio and wind field. In general, there is a Western wind flow in
the whole vertical layer for all days, although some differences have been found among them. In this
regard, on 22 and 23 July 2009, a relevant downward motion is simulated by RAMS over coastal and
pre-coastal areas (Figure 12a,d). In addition, the geographical barriers provoke an upward flow due to
the convergence simulated towards the coast. On the other hand, on 24 July a more stable weather is
found at night (Figure 12g). Comparing REF_ERA with ST_ERA and REF_FNL, rather similar results
are found at night considering the three days of simulation.
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Figure 12. Vertical variation of the simulated potential temperature (K, contour), water vapor
mixing ratio (g/kg; shaded) and wind vector (arrows) for a cross-section at latitude 38.7˝N and
at 06 UTC, considering the REF_ERA, ST_ERA and REF_FNL simulations for the whole simulation
period: 22 July—REF_ERA (a); 22 July—ST_ERA (b); 22 July—REF_FNL (c); 23 July—REF_ERA (d);
23 July—ST_ERA (e); 23 July—REF_FNL (f); 24 July—REF_ERA (g); 24 July—ST_ERA (h);
24 July—REF_FNL (i).
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Figure 13 presents the observed MUR sounding and RAMS-simulated vertical structure of the
potential temperature, water vapor mixing ratio and wind direction for the three days of simulation at
12 UTC. On 22 July (Figure 13a), high moisture content, about 15 g/kg, is observed near the surface,
decreasing to values of about 3 g/kg below 1500 m, with a reduction of approximately 10 g/kg
within the 500–1500 m layer. The same pattern is simulated by RAMS, thus rather well capturing the
observations. However, a notable change in the moisture content was recorded within the lowest layer
near the surface. On 23 July (Figure 13c), the moisture content is substantially reduced compared to
the values found the previous days. In this regard, a fast reduction is observed in this magnitude
very near the ground, within a height lower than 100 m, starting from a value lower than 10 g/kg
and reaching a value lower than 5 g/kg, which is maintained nearly constant with height. In this
case, RAMS produces high moisture content within the lowest 1000 m, higher than 10 g/kg, thus
clearly overestimating the observations. Finally, on 24 July (Figure 13e), the vertical distribution of the
moisture content shows an intermediate situation between the one found on 22 and the one found on
23 July, with a smoother decrease of this magnitude with height, except in those layers very close to
the ground.
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Comparing the observations with the model, RAMS tends to overestimate them, specially on
23 July. However, even though this overestimation is reproduced on 22 and 24 July as well, it is
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considerably reduced, particularly on 22 July. The model captures the observed pattern properly both
on 22 and 24 July, but with larger values than observed very near the ground. In this sense, RAMS
simulates a nearly constant moisture content in the lowest troposphere.

The results obtained for the moisture content are translated to the potential temperature. In this
regard, a lower mixing layer height is observed on 22 July, lower than 1000 m (Figure 13a). However,
the vertical inversion observed on this day between 500 and 1000 m is broken on 23 and 24 July
(Figure 13c,e), and just a very small inversion is maintained. On the other hand, even though RAMS
captures rather well the observations on 22 July, the model underestimates the measured potential
temperature on 23 and 24 July, developing a significant inversion layer in contrast to the observations.

Comparing the different RAMS simulations, in general REF_FNL produces higher temperatures
than REF_ERA and ST_ERA in the lowest troposphere, especially on 22 July, more dominated by the
development of sea breezes. In addition, REF_FNL enhances the mixing layer height in comparison
both with the observations and the other RAMS simulations. In this regard, contrasting REF_ERA and
ST_ERA, it is found (Figure 13) that incorporating the ST field in the model produces in general lower
temperatures not only in the surface, as shown in previous sections, but also in the vertical within the
lower troposphere. In addition, this parameter produces a slight reduction in the mixing layer height
in comparison to the height obtained using REF_ERA.

The observed wind direction shows a similar vertical structure on 22 and 24 July, where it veers
from a Northeasterly flow over the surface to a Southwesterly circulation in upper levels. The latter
is well established as the vertical wind configuration on 23 July. Although RAMS reproduces the
observed wind structure aloft, it shows a tendency to produce a Southeasterly wind field near the
surface for the three days of simulation. This seems to be the reason of the differences found between
the model and the observations in terms of the water vapor mixing ratio and the potential temperature.
Thus, an advection from the sea, as simulated by RAMS produces an increase in the moisture content
and a decrease in the temperature, while a more marked Westerly wind flow is translated in a
decrease in the moisture content and an increase in temperature. This result is clearer on 23 July
(Figure 13c,d), where the synoptic configuration produces a Western advection of warm and dry air
over MUR station. The vertical structure of the evaluated parameters is also well supported by the
near surface observations recorded (not shown) in MUR station, where on 22 July, a 2-m maximum
temperature of 39.2 ˝C was reached, with a North-Easterly wind flow and a relative humidity near
30% at day time. Similar measurements were recorded on 24 July, with a 2-m maximum temperature
of 39.4 ˝C. In contrast, a marked Southwesterly wind flow is observed on 23 July, producing a very
high temperature (44.4 ˝C) and low relative humidity (9%) at 15 UTC.

These results found over MUR are also well represented in Figure 14 for the vertical cross section
at 38.7˝N. This figure presents the vertical structure of the potential temperature, as well as the
moisture content and the wind field, as simulated by the RAMS model at 15 UTC for the three days of
simulation. In this regard, a Westerly wind flow is established over this area, favouring an advection of
dry and warm air towards the coast, where it is partially blocked by the development of a sea-breeze
circulation very near the coast (Figure 14d). The convergence of a these two wind patterns produces an
important vertical ascent above the first coastal orographic barriers as well as a downward motion of
the air onshore, both on 23 and on 24 July (Figure 14d,g). However, this convergence line is displaced
inland in the second case, as the sea-breeze is able to reach more inland areas (Figure 14g). This result
is reproduced by the vertical distribution of the water vapor mixing ratio as well. Focused on 22 July
(Figure 14a), the progress of the sea-breeze towards inland areas also produces this convergence line.
In this regard, the moisture content is able to move in the direction of these areas, showing a boundary
between the sea-breeze circulation and the Western synoptic advection, which is limited to the most
inland sites in comparison to the location of this boundary on 23 and 24 July 2009. Finally, comparing
the results produced by REF_ERA, ST_ERA and REF_FNL in terms of the variables analysed, a similar
pattern is simulated by RAMS, with slight differences among them. In this case, the greatest differences
are observed on 22 July, when the Western synoptic advection is displaced by REF_FNL to the coast
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in contrast to REF_ERA and ST_ERA, thus displacing the location of the mentioned convergence
line. Contrasting REF_ERA and ST_ERA, it seems that the latter permits the sea-breeze to slightly
move inland.Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 589 25 of 29 
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5. Conclusions

The current work focuses on the study of an extreme heat weather event that took place between
the 22 and 24 July 2009, which resulted in high temperatures over the coastal Valencia Region. This
episode recorded maximum temperatures higher than 40 ˝C amply extended over this region as well
as minimum temperatures easily exceeding the threshold of 20 ˝C, and reaching values up to 25.92 ˝C.
Among these three days, the 23 July was characterized by a dominant and widely extended Western
synoptic advection, while on the 22 and 24 July this atmospheric situation dominates inland but a
sea-breeze develops onshore. In this case, this mesoscale circulation is able to reach inland areas as the
day progresses, thus converging with the Western advection.

The results obtained in the simulations indicate a diverse model skill depending on its ability to
reproduce the boundary where the convergence of these two opposite flows is located. In this regard,
the maximum temperatures are really well captured on 23 July, where this Western advection is more
extended over the region of study. The model presents more difficulties over the Castellón coastal
region (Figure 1), where it is not able to capture the observed Western advection. In contrast, the
model overestimates the observations on 22 July, with high statistical scores. The temperature and
wind dynamics have revealed that RAMS promotes the development of a Western advection towards
the coast, while this wind flow was in fact maintained inland. We find the opposite trend on 24 July,
where the model develops a marked sea-breeze that is supported by the observations, but a veering of
the observed wind from this sea-breeze to a Western advection produced a recovery of the recorded
maximum temperatures. As a result, RAMS underestimates the observations in this case.
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Therefore, RAMS is able to properly capture the observed patterns in those cases where a Western
advection is widely extended over the area of study (23 July). The orographic configuration as well as
the geographical and physical features of the region of study (Figure 1), provokes the convergence of
two opposite wind flows, a Western synoptic advection and a sea-breeze circulation, as it is clear for
the 22 and 24 July. Thus, the RAMS skill in those cases where a sea-breeze is well developed depends
on the proper location of the boundary of this convergence line. These results highlight the difficulties
that appear in a coastal area, such as the Valencia Region, due to these convergent flows, and it is
an important issue that should be carefully considered in the forecast of these sort of atmospheric
frameworks over these areas.

The main motivation for the current study originated in considering the tendencies of the
maximum and minimum temperatures simulated by the original operational weather forecasting
system implemented over the area of study [35,39]. For that reason, and in order to evaluate the
impact of different physical and atmospheric related processes and feedbacks in the simulation results,
different sensitivity tests have been performed. Firstly, two different input data sources have been
used to drive RAMS: FNL and ERA-Interim datasets. In general, both datasets show a similar skill
of RAMS. However, ERA-Interim simulations present a better agreement with the observations in
relation to those performed using FNL. Secondly, we examine the role of improved initial LST and ST
parameters on the simulation results by means of modelling and satellite-derived products. Using
the LST field as a parameter to create the initial conditions of the model does not present a relevant
influence on the results of both maximum and minimum temperatures. Indeed, the use of the LST
product derived from the MSG-SEVIRI data, with a much more detailed horizontal spatial resolution
than that derived from ERA-Interim or FNL, does not produce a notable influence. The inclusion of
this parameter derived from these different dataset sources shows practically the same results that the
control simulation. These results agree with those found by [60], where the use of improved initial
conditions of LST provided within the MM5 mesoscale model by the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra and Aqua satellites, had a positive impact on the model skill to
reproduce the 2-m temperature only during the first 9 h of the simulation, but this impact almost
vanished later on. It is worth noting here that a spin-up of 12-h has been chosen in the design of the
present RAMS simulations.

To see a more marked impact on the simulation results, it is necessary to consider the ST field
obtained for different soil levels. In this regard, those simulations that take into account this magnitude
show a relevant difference in relation to the control run. Additionally, in all cases, the incorporation
of the ST field in the initial conditions shows a tendency to produce lower temperatures than those
simulated by the control run. Finally, once used the ST field as a bottom initial condition for RAMS,
increasing the number of soil levels to spread deeper underground (13 levels with a soil depth of 1.5 m)
does not produce any meaningful impact on the simulation results, which are essentially the same as
those found only using the original soil levels distribution (11 levels with a soil depth of 0.5 m).
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